Nanoscale chromatin profiling of gastric adenocarcinoma reveals cancer-associated cryptic promoters and somatically acquired regulatory elements.
Chromatin alterations are fundamental hallmarks of cancer. To study chromatin alterations in primary gastric adenocarcinomas, we perform nanoscale chromatin immunoprecipitation sequencing of multiple histone modifications in five gastric cancers and matched normal tissues. We identify hundreds of somatically altered promoters and predicted enhancers. Many cancer-associated promoters localize to genomic sites lacking previously annotated transcription start sites (cryptic promoters), driving expression of nearby genes involved in gastrointestinal cancer, embryonic development and tissue specification. Cancer-associated promoters overlap with embryonic stem cell regions targeted by polycomb repressive complex 2, exhibiting promoter bivalency and DNA methylation loss. We identify somatically acquired elements exhibiting germline allelic biases and non-coding somatic mutations creating new promoters. Our findings demonstrate the feasibility of profiling chromatin from solid tumours with limited tissue to identify regulatory elements, transcriptional patterns and regulatory genetic variants associated with cancer.